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INTRODUCTION

I. INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
Literature
•
•
•

Identification of recent (> 2000), scientific, peer-reviewed research studies and reviews
Scope of the studies
• restricted to wildlife (no human health, only limited number on domestic animals)
• EMR range: only artificial / anthropogenic radiations (light excluded)
Out of 147 identified publications, 97 were used for the analyses

Multidisciplinary Steering Group
Biological/ecological experts (4)
• Plants
• Invertebrates
• Vertebrates

Technical experts (2)
•

Identification of 15 categories of radiations types
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Analytical grid (1)

For all the publications, the
experts identified and analysed:
•

taxonomic group(s)

•

Vertebrates

•

Invertebrates

•

Plants

•

EMR range/types

→→→

•

conditions (lab / field / both)
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Analytical grid (2)
•

Quality assessment of the studies in terms of:
technical aspects

•

&

biological/ecological aspects

•

0 - bad/insufficient quality

•

1 - minimum quality

•

2 - normal/medium quality

•

3 - excellent quality

Extraction of main findings and knowledge gaps

PLANTS

II. PLANTS
Publications on Plants
assessed by Dr Alain Vian,
University of Angers (France).

Biological / ecological aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Plants
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

Technical aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Plants
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

23
16
2
3
1
10

70%
13%
19%
6%
63%

23
20
1
2
4
13

87%
5%
10%
20%
65%

PLANTS

Key findings
• Most studied group: angiosperms
• Significant changes at cellular and molecular levels
• Metabolic changes
• Gene expression modifications
• Alteration of plant growth and development, in laboratory studies and open environment
Some aspects remain unanswered (not even really addressed in the literature):
• Cellular components that firstly interfere with EMR
• Reaction to long-term exposure (such as those encountered in the urban environments)

PLANTS

Key statements with level of confidence

The graph demonstrates the
level of confidence for a
selection of the most reported
effects of EMR in plants.

V E R T E B R AT E S
II. VERTEBRATES
Publications on Vertebrates
assessed by Dr Pascal
Malkemper, Institute of
Molecular Pathology, Vienna
(Austria)

Biological / ecological aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Vertebrates
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

Technical aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Vertebrates
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

20
20
2
7
4
7

100%
10%
35%
20%
35%

20
20
1
4
7
8

100%
5%
20%
35%
40%

V E R T E B R AT E S

Key findings
• Most studied groups: birds, then small rodents (mice, rabbits)
• Not much agreement: studies reporting effects (~ 50%) vs reporting no effects (~ 50%)
• Main findings:
• Behavioural changes (e.g. disorientation, memory deficits)
• Developmental abnormalities, decreased reproduction, increased mortality
• Physiological responses (e.g. effects on opioid or melatonin levels)
• Few studies on direct ecological effects
• e.g. species abundance near RF towers, but impossible to detangle from other
confounders (light pollution, etc.)
• some evidence on animals avoiding strong radiation sources (radar, mobile phones)
• Studies on physiological effects (lacking theoretical foundation) report effects on redox
reactions and hormone levels, altered nociception, effects on growth and development,…
• Most advanced theoretical foundation: disruption of magnetic orientation of migratory birds
by RF fields (sensor based on Cryptochrome protein)
Independent replications are missing for the majority of reported effects.

V E R T E B R AT E S

The graph demonstrates the
level of confidence for a
selection of the most reported
effects of EMR on vertebrates.
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I N V E R T E B R AT E S
III. INVERTEBRATES
Publications on Invertebrates
assessed by Dr Adam
Vanbergen, CEH (UK) & Dr
Thomas Tscheulin, University of
the Aegean (Greece)

Biological / ecological aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Invertebrates
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

Technical aspects
Total number of analysed studies on Invertebrates
(not including reviews on all taxonomic groups)
Number of studies assessed
Number of studies that were irrelevant/bad quality - 0
Number of studies of minimum quality - 1
Number of studies of normal/medium quality - 2
Number of studies of excellent quality - 3

39
26
7
2
5
12

67%
27%
8%
19%
46%

39
39
7
8
15
9

100%
18%
21%
38%
23%

I N V E R T E B R AT E S

Key findings
•
•
•
•

•

Most studied organisms: honey bee (Apis mellifera), Drosophila flies, beetles, ants, wild
pollinators (Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Coleoptera)
Insect detect and orientate with electrical/magnetic fields
No evidence of effects on invertebrates biodiversity – few ecological studies
Laboratory studies
• Focus on physiological or developmental effects
• Short-term or acute exposure levels of experimental EMR sources
• No studies on long-term/chronic exposure
• Effects are complex and variable in direction/effects size (only sometimes adverse)
• Some evidence of cell damage or effects on individual development, locomotion,
reproduction (e.g. on Drosophila)
Dearth of scientifically robust field studies… yet some evidence that:
• Field-unrealistic proximity to EMR of mobile phones can affect honey bee colony
behaviour
• Exposure to mobile phone antennas having effects on local wild pollinator abundance
• No effects reported on reproductive capacity

I N V E R T E B R AT E S

The graph demonstrates the
level of confidence for a
selection of the most reported
effects of EMR in invertebrates.

GAPS & NEEDS

Knowledge gaps and/or research needs // Plants
•
•

•

•

Need to improve the quality of the exposure system: use TEM/G-TEM cells and other
well-defined devices rather than telecom devices
Use reliable markers (enzymatic and/or gene expression)
• inexpensive
• allow to report changes in the behaviour of plants
• information of molecular events that occur shortly after exposure
• allow a better link with the exposure than growth studies
These biochemical/molecular studies should be completed by growth studies to assess
changes at the scale of the whole plant.
Field experiments should relate symptoms observed to biological/molecular changes.

GAPS & NEEDS

Knowledge gaps and/or research needs // Vertebrates
•
•

•
•
•
•

Research on the definite receptor mechanism used by migratory species to perceive
Earth’s magnetic field (to assess the effects of man-made fields)
Assess if receptors in non-migratory species still retain magnetosensitivity (and are
responsible for effects of man-made fields on organisms).
Studies on the effects on long-term exposure (e.g. throughout development)
Real ecological studies, e.g. measuring effects on species populations
Meta-analyses on established data-sets by taking RF-data into account
Establishment of fixed RF-measurement stations (e.g. at already established
geomagnetic observatories)

GAPS & NEEDS

Knowledge gaps and/or research needs // Invertebrates
•

•
•

Need for more ecological studies measuring the effects of EMR:
• on wild communities
• on community responses, long-term, and pre- and post-exposure
• over a wide geographical extent
• in different natural and anthropogenic systems
• interdisciplinary collaborations
• based on testable hypotheses (avoiding speculative ad-hoc approaches)
• with field-realistic exposure
More studies assessing chronic effects
Experiments examining the potential interplay between EMR exposure and a) foraging
ecology and b) other stressors affecting nutritional ecology

GAPS & NEEDS

Knowledge gaps and/or research needs // Cross-cutting, general
•
•

•
•
•

EM set up and quality: some technical standards/parameters that have to be included in
future studies (to ensure replication)
Studies on chronic/long-term exposure (with realistic exposure settings mimicking those in
the field)
Studies should be hypothesis driven, i.e. that should be based on a theoretical framework
that allows making predictions of the outcome of the experiment
Thermal- and non-thermal effects need to be clearly distinguished (exposures should not
exceed relevant levels that could be encountered by wildlife in the field)
Exposure systems that can be used in the field should be further developed

Thank you for your attention!

